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1. Identify and define ten basic concepts that relate to work.

2. ‘Female leaders and mentors are rare yet needed in today’s organization’. How would you agree with this statement?

3. Define vocational behavior, and explain its concept and concepts related to it.

4. Discuss in details how parents can assist their children to choose a satisfied career in life.

5. Under the headings ‘Foundation/Introduction’, and beliefs/content, do a summary of all you know about any given theory of work vocation.


7. What do you understand as psychological concepts that relate to work?

8. How would you analyse motivation of workers in the Nigerian contemporary workplace?


10. How would you analyse motivation of workers in the Nigerian contemporary workplace?

11. Identify and define concepts that relate to work.

12. Discuss the challenges faced by Female leaders and mentors in today’s organization.

13. What in your understanding makes vocational behavior, a subfield necessary to study?

14. Discuss influences that exert upon the choice of career in an average person.

15. Explain what ‘theory’ is. Itemize theories of vocational behaviour known to you. Discuss any one of these in detail.

16. Write short notes on the following:
   (a) ‘Perception’ (b) ‘Attribution’ (c) ‘Judgment’ of Others

17. Explain the views that exists on workplace motivation of Nigerian workers.

18. Discuss workplace emotion.

19. Why in your perception are personnel associations important to professionals?

20. Mention any five professional bodies charged with the welfare of psychologists and explain their functions.